
University at Buffalo
Fall 2022, MUS 206LEC Music in the Movies Section 
Instructor: Kirk, Joel Frederick (Primary)

There were: 37 possible respondents.
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(MUS 206LEC) very effective, I enjoyed the course and course content

(MUS 206LEC) You are doing great !

(MUS 206LEC) One of my favorite teachers I've had in teaching material

(MUS 206LEC) Extremely, took it as a pathway with no knowledge. I feel like I learned a lot

(MUS 206LEC) The professor knew a lot about music and tried hard to make it really good.

(MUS 206LEC) Very enthusiastic and offered note help and extra supports.

(MUS 206LEC) He made the content fun and interesting to learn. He also has a very approachable personality that makes it easy to come ask for help with anything.

 Comments on teaching effectiveness

(MUS 206LEC) none.

(MUS 206LEC) don’t have any, honestly

(MUS 206LEC) I would just like clearer instructions for the assignments. I know we have the rubric and go over it in class, however I feel as though a detailed written
assignment would be very helpful.

(MUS 206LEC) less writing assignments

(MUS 206LEC) N/A

(MUS 206LEC) there were some moments where i felt like i was just describing what was happening in the films and it felt kind of pointless i wonder if the course could
like assign listening exercizes like having students listen to a film score as an assignment. Some of the readings are really boring

(MUS 206LEC) Perhaps a more specific prompt for the reflective reports; a bit more guidance

 Suggestions to improve course

(MUS 206LEC) I took this class as a pathway class and knew nothing about music, to begin with. Although others were much more knowledgeable than me, I was still
able to keep up and do pretty well in this class. Appreciate how the professor would stop and explain things and recap what we talked about each day.

(MUS 206LEC) The structure, each topic provided a better basis for analysing the next topic. The way the class was able to brainstorm, every answer was taken and
considered. How interesting the material and case studies were. How engaging joel was in teaching it - i know i’m not the only one who said it’s the best class they’ve
taken at uni

(MUS 206LEC) I really liked the content of the course and it was fun and interesting watching movies and analysing music.

(MUS 206LEC) N/A

(MUS 206LEC) Very interesting and engaging

(MUS 206LEC) There was lots of extra credit. The first half of the class was really informative I learned a lot about music. I liked that I got to choose what I wanted to for
writing the assignments.

(MUS 206LEC) The in class discussions and slides

 Comments on most effective elements

Text Responses
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(MUS 206LEC) The instructor was extremely helpful and passionate about what he was talking about. Made the class interesting and entertaining.

(MUS 206LEC) Oops i said everything else before, but very effective teaching, walked away with a much better interpretation of music and movies
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